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TUP: STEREOdRAPNIC PROJECTIOX 

Bv BRICK A. MCINTOSH 

Radio and Hectrical Engineering Division, Sational Research Council, Ottawa 

ABSTRACT 

The theory of the stereographic projection is reviewed and some applications in 
meteor astronomy are discussed briefly. It is shown that the grid lines for a hemispherical 
projection max' be plotted with a-i accuracy sufficient for most purposes by drawing 
only arcs of circles. 

SOMMAIRI 

La theorie de la projection s'ereographique est rappelee et quelques unes de ses 
applications ä l'astronomie des eteores sont bridvement discuU*es. II est detnontre 
que dans la plupart des cas les lignes de coordonn^e d'u.ie projection h^misph^rique 
peuvent Ctre trac^es avec une precision süffisante comme de simples arcs de cercles. 

Introduction. When a meteor trail, normally part of a great circle, is 
extrapolated beyond its beginning and end points it appears to an 
observer as a straight line against the star background. If this trajectory 
is plotted on a star map, the form it takes depends on the particular map 
projection. The stereographic projection, which is used in the visual 
meteor observing programme of this laboratory, has several advantages 
(Millman 1900). There is no distortion of star groups and the entire 
hemisphere may be mapped on a single sheet. On the other hand, a 
complete meteor trajectory maps into an arc of a circle. A meteor, being 
only a short segment of an arc, may be validly plotted as a straight line, 
but because of the overall curvature distortion of the map the trail 
orientation must be determined with respect to near by stars. A set ol 
stereographic grids was produced which is useful both in the reduction 
of data on visual meteor trail plots and for instruction of visual observers. 

The more general uses of the stereographic projection in mapping the 
earth's surface may be found in most books on map making. However, 
since much of the detailed theory of this projection is to be found in 
publications now relatively inaccessible (Penfield 1901, Adams 1919), 
it is useful to review here the elementary mathematics and to illustrate 
methods of calculating and plotting grids. 

Theory of the projection. In the stereographic projection, points on the 
sphere are projected on to a plane from the end of a diameter opposite to 
the point of tangency of the plane (figure 1). An arc of length 5 along 
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the sphere from the point of tangency Z projects into a radial distance 
R on the plane given by 

S^R = D tan | (I) 

FlO. 1—The geometry of the projection of a sphere on to a plane which i> tangent 
to the sphere at Z. 

where D is the diameter of the sphere and B the angle at the centre of 
the sphere subtended by the arc S. For celestial co-ordinates D may be 
set to 1 unit; this unit is the arbitrarily chosen map radius of the full 
circle of a projected hemisphere {6 = IK)0). 

The co-ordinates on the sphere may be one of several s\ stems such as 
latitude and longitude or declination and hour angle. We will deal with 
the latter system and define the following symbols: 
/, hour angle; 8, declination; A, elevation; A, azimuth; R, radial map 
distance: 0, latitude. 

It is desired to project the observer's hemisphere from zenith to horizon. 
The tangent point of the projection plane is the observer's zenith; hence 
the angle 6 is the complement of the elevation angle h, that is 

R - -(M (2) 

The position angle of the radius vector is determined by the azimuth A. 
The elevation and azimuth are calculated from the spherical tri^onometric 

equations 
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sin h = s\n 6 sin 0 -f- ros i ros 0 cos / (8) 

sin A = cos h sin //cos // (4) 

In some cases /^ may be more easily calculated from the equation 

The calculations are straightforward Init tedious to carry out by hand. 
For example if a ^jrid at .r»0 intervals of hour angle and declination is 
required there are some (MX) intersection points to be calculated.* A 
medium-sized digital computer will perform the calculations for a grid 
in about four minutes. 

Simplified methods. The most accurate method of producing a grid is to 
calculate and plot intersection point! and then draw smooth arcs through 
the points. With care in drafting, a grid that is suitable tor most pur|>oses 
may be produced by a shorter method. 

The projection is such that circles on the sphere map into circles or 
arcs of circles on the plane. Consider first the declination circles as in 
figure 2(a), where P is the pole. On the map, the radius of a declination 
circle is given byf 

sin b -|- sm 4> 

The distance along the meridian from the centre of the plot to the centre 
of the declination circle is 

sin 5 -f- sin 0 

As a further check when plotting, it is useful to calculate the radial 
distance H> to ihe intersection of the circle with central meridian 

E = tan *--/- (8) 

Note that the radius Rd becomes infinite when b = —0; that is, this 
circle maps into a straight line   For b < —0 both R4 and O become 

There are actually HIN) points bu'i since the ((rid is symmetrical about the central 
meridian only halt need be calculated. 

tKquations (6) to (10) are derived by Adams (!91U) by complex numl»er analysis. 
They may also be derived by simple algebra and trinoiiometrv l>e)(inninK with equation 
(I). 
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(0) (b) 

FlG. 2—(a) Declination (or latitude) circles, (b) Hour angle (or longitude) circles. 

negative iiuiieating that the arcs have reversed curvature and the circle 
centres are located on the other side of the 6 = —$ line. 

The hour angle arcs all pass through the pole P (figure 2(b)) and 
terminate on the ends of a diameter. The radius of the arc is 

Rt = esc / sec 0 (9) 

The centres all lie on the 6 = — 0 line at a distance Ct from the meridian 

Ci = ctn / sec ^ — Rt cos / 

As a further check the angle o of the diameter is given by 

sin / sin <t> 

where 

sin a = 
00S1 

sin z = sin / cos 0. 

(10) 

(11) 

It requires only a short time to compute these values by hand for a 
single grid. 

The only problems involved in drawing grids by the radius-centre 
method arise when the radii become extremely long. For example at 
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latitude 4.')0 the 5* hour circle has a radius of 97 inches for a ll'-iiuh 
diameter map. In these rases recourse may be had to a drafting device 
in which a beam is bent to the arc of a circle of very large radius. The 
circular arc of the proper radius is fitted to the pole and to the end points 
of the diameter determined from equation (11). In fiKurt> .'J are shown 
^rids at lä0 intervals of latitude produced by the above method. 

The original need for these Kr'ds involved only hour an^le circles. If 
the pole is taken as the radiant of a meteor showtr, the hour angle circles 
represent a family of possible shower meteor trajectories. Radiants can 

POLAR   ELEVATION   45' 

Kl(i. 3—A set of Rrids at lö0 intervals of polar elevation produced by plotting only 
«irrles or aro of cirrles. The 12-iii. diameter Kr'ds are printed on stable plastic and are 
used as aids in redurinn data on visual meteors plotted on st.ir maps. 
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he (k'termitud from meteor trail plots using a series of such curves at 
intervals of polar elevation. 

On the star maps employed liefe, the radiants of the major meteor 
showers group fairly well at 1")° intervals of radiant elevation from 0° to 
7.')°. Hence six grids of hour angle circles were required. The declination 
circles were added and the seventh grid at IK)0 polar elevation plotted 
also to give a complete set of grids of more general usefulness. 
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